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Sliding Mode Observer and Adaptive Neural Network Control for Rigid Robot Manipulators B. Daachi, A. Benallegue and N. K. M’Sirdi Laboratoire de Robotique de Paris 10-12, avenue de l’Europe 78140 Vélizy, France E-mail: [email protected] Abstract In this paper a joint velocity observer by sliding mode and an adaptive controller using neural networks are proposed for trajectory tracking of robot manipulators. The adopted neural network is of the M LP (Multi Layer Perceptron) type with one hidden layer. The Taylor-Young series have been used to solve the non linearity problem of the M LP and to lead to the parameter adaptation algorithm. The corresponding parameters are the weights of the neural net and are updated using the adaptation algorithm which is based on stability of the system in closed loop. The global stability of the proposed adaptive controller observer scheme is achieved according to Lyapunov theory approach and their performance have been tested in simulation, on a 2-dof robot manipulator. Keywords Neural Network, Adaptive Control, Sliding Mode Observer, Stability, Robot Manipulator.
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Introduction



The control of robot manipulators have been extensively studied in the literature. In its conception, the full state measurement (joint position and joint velocity) is needed. The joint position can be obtained cleanly by a simple encoder. On the other hand, the joint velocity given by tachometers or by numerical derivation is generally contamined by noise. This kind of disturbance decreases appreciably performances of the controller. Thus, it is important to conceive a control scheme with only joint position measurement. In order to avoid the need of velocity measurement as well as numerical derivation with maintaining good performances of the controlled system, observers are used. In Nicosia and Tomei [10] an observer based on the model of the system has been proposed. This non linear observer is inserted in a control scheme ensuring local asymptotic stability. Canudas de Wit and Fixot [11] proposed an adaptive observer-controller using the sliding



modes technique. Zhu et al [8], presented a variable structure control that used an observer based on the model with …xed estimates parameters. Berguis et al [9] have developed a robust controller that uses an estimated velocity obtained by a high gain observer and a combinaison of Lyapunov and passivity approach for robot manipulators. Young and Lewis [12] proposed an observer-controller of robot manipulators based on the neural networks. In their proposition the model structure with the perfect knowledge of the inertia matrix are needed. In this present work, we propose a non linear adaptive control by neural network without need to the joint velocity measurement. For estimation of the later, we have developped a sliding mode based observer. Contrary to some work mentioned over, only the structure of the dynamic model is needed. The recourse to neural networks is du to their ability of approximation of smooth non linear functions [1][3][4]. They have been utilised for modelisation and identi…cation of dynamics which are di¢cult to describe mathematically using classical dynamic modelisation methods. Several neural architectures have been considered in process control and identi…cation. The ones with linear parametrization (Functional Link Neural Network : F LN N)[3] [4] which have a major inconvenient of parameter explosion. Indeed, the number of parameters increases exponentially with respect to number of inputs of the neural network. The other ones are with non linear parametrization (Multi Layer Perceptron : MLP ) [4][5]. By comparaison to linear parametrized networks, the advantage of the MLP networks is the use of …ew number of parameters. This number depends also on the number of inputs, but not exponentially. For this reason we have adopted the M LP networks. The present paper presents at the second section the studied system dynamics. In the third section, the observer based on sliding mode technique is given. In the forth section, the proposed neural network controller and the parameters adaptation law are presented. The performances of the



² ¤1 is a positive de…nite diagonal matrix.



controller-observer are tested in simulation and are shown in simulation section. The last section is a conclusion.
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² xd1 ; xd2 and x_ d2 are vectors of desired positions, velocities and accelerations respectively.



System dynamics



The considered dynamics of a robot manipulator is described in the joint space by the following model: ¿ = M (q)Ä q + C(q; q) _ q_ + G(q)



(1)



q, q_ and qÄ (n-demension vector) are respectively positions, velocities and accelerations. M(q) is a _ q_ is a vector of Corriosquare inertia matrix, C(q; q) lis and centrifugal forces, the vector G(q) represents gravity and ¿ the applied torque vector. The following robot manipulators properties are considered in the control synthesis: Property 1: The inertia matrix : M(q) is Symetric De…nie Positive (SDP).



From equation (2) and (4), the following error observation is obtained: ½ _ e2 ¡ ¤1 sgn(e x1 ) x e1 = x ¡1 _x e2 = M (x1 )[C(x1 ; x2 )x2 + G(x1 ) ¡ ¿ ] + v (6)



Using the previous properties of the dynamic model it can be written: C(x1 ; x2 )x2



From this results the second equation of (6) can be rewritten as:



Property 2: The matrix C(q; q) _ can be chosen so _ ¡ 2C(q; q); _ is skew-symetric. that M(q) Let x1 = q; x2 = q_ be the state variables, the model (1) can be rewritten in state space form as the following: ½ x_ 1 = x2 x_ 2 = ¡M ¡1 (x1 )[C(x1 ; x2 )x2 + G(x1 ) ¡ ¿ )] (2) The outputs are given by: y = q = x1
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(3)



Sliding mode based Observer



It is assumed that only positions are available, so velocities can be determined from the non linear observer which is given by: ½ _ x b1 = x b2 ¡ ¤1 sgn(e x1 ) (4) x b_ 2 = v ¶ µ x b1 ² x b= is the estimated state vector x b2 ² v is a proportional derivative feedback given by: v = x_ d2 ¡ Kp e1 ¡ Kv e2



(5)



Kp and Kv are positive de…nite diagonal matrices representing the proportional and derivative gains respectively. ² e1 = x1 ¡ xd1 , are position tracking errors. ² e2 = x b2 ¡ xd2 ; are velocity tracking errors.



² x e=x b ¡ x are observation errors.



= C(x1 ; x2 )b x2 ¡ C(x1 ; x2 )e x2 = C(x1 ; x b2 )b x2 ¡ C(x1 ; x b2 )e x2 ¡C(x1 ; x2 )e x2 (7)



x e_ 2



= M ¡1 (x1 )[C(x1 ; x b2 )b x2 ¡ C(x1 ; x b2 )e x2 ¡1 +G ¡ ¿ ] + v ¡ M C(x1 ; x2 )e x2 = M ¡1 (x1 )[M (x1 )v + C(x1 ; x b2 )b x2 ¡C(x1 ; x b2 )e x2 + G ¡ ¿] ¡1 x2 ¡M (x1 )C(x1 ; x2 )e (8)



Let’s de…ne: z = x1 ; z¶ = (x1 ; x b2 ; x e2 )T H(x1 ; x b2 ; x e2 ) = C(x1 ; x b2 )(b x2 + x e2 ) + G(x1 ) e2 ) b2 )(b x2 ¡ x ¯ = M (x1 )v + C(x1 ; x +G(x1 ) = M (z)v + H(¶ z) The observation error of equation (8) is then given by: x e_ 2 = M ¡1 (x1 )[¯ ¡ ¿] ¡ M ¡1 (x1 )C(x1 ; x b2 )e x2 (9)



Let de…ne on the sliding surface the following error vector: eT = (eT1 ; eT2 ; x eT2 )T



The obtained tracking error equations of the system are given by: 8 e2 < e_ 1 = e2 ¡ x e_ 2 = ¡Kp e1 ¡ Kv e2 (10) : _ x e2 = M ¡1 (x1 )([¯ ¡ ¿ ] ¡ C(x1 ; x2 )e x2 )
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Neural approximation of ¯ term



The considered function approximator is an MLP neural network with one hidden layer and output is linear. The approximations have the structure µT2 '(µT1 {) where µ2 is the input-hidden layer



weights of the neural network, µ1 is the hiddenoutput layer weights of the neural network, ' provides an activation function of the hidden neurons and { is the input vector signal of the neural network. Considere the following assumption: Assumption : For all approximation error "m > 0 and "h > 0, there exist vectors of activation functions 'm : Rpm ! Rpm and 'h : Rph ! Rph ; and ¤ ¤ ¤ 2 Rn£pm ; w2m 2 Rpm £n ; w1h 2 parameters w1m 3n£ph ¤ ph ; w2h 2 R as for all z and z¶; the followR ing relations are satis…ed: ¤ ¤T ¤T c(z; wm ) = w2m 'm (w1m z) + "m M ¤ ¤T ¤T b z ; w ) = w ' (w z¶) + "h H(¶ h 2h h 1h



(11)



The neural approximations of the functions M and H are given by: c(z; wm ) = wT 'm (wT z) M 2m 1m b z ; wh ) = wT 'h (wT z¶) H(¶ 2h 1h 1 1 + e¡z



The M LP networks have the drawback to be non linearly parametrised. An alternative to treat the non linearities is to use the development in Taylor series[4] of the functions 'm and 'h around the T T z and w1h z¶ respectively. estimated parameters w1m So, it can be written: ¤T T T T z) = 'm (w1m z) ¡ '0m (w1m x)w e1m z 'm (w1m T ¡Om (w1m z) ¤T T T T z¶) = 'h (w1h z¶) ¡ '0h (w1h z¶)w e1h z¶ 'h (w1h T ¡Oh (w1h z¶) (13)



with terms of superior order: T T ¤T z) = ('m (w1m z) ¡ 'm (w1m z)) Om (w1m 0 T T e1m z ¡'m (w1m x)w T T ¤T z¶) = ('h (w1h z¶) ¡ 'h (w1h z¶)) Oh (w1h 0 T T e1h z¶ ¡'h (w1h z¶)w



(14)



For clarity, we use the following notations:



T 'fm;hg = 'fm;hg (w1m;h z=¶ z) ¤ ¤T z) 'fm;hg = 'fm;hg (w1m;h z=¶ T '0fm;hg = '0fm;hg (w1m;h z=¶ z) T Ofm;hg = Ofm;hg (w1m;h z=¶ z) T ¤T ' e fm;hg = 'fm;hg (w1m;h z=¶ z ) ¡ 'fm;hg (w1m;h z=¶ z) (15)



it comes that



' em ' eh



T = '0 w e1m z + Om 0 T = 'w e1h z¶ + Oh



(16)



c(z; w¤ )v + H(¶ b z ; w¤ ) + " = M m m c(z; wm )v + H(¶ b z ; wm ) = M



¯ b ¯



(17)



where " is the neural approximation error de…ned by: " = "m v + "h b ¯¡¯



(18)



b z ; w¤ ) ¡ c w¤ )v + H(¶ = M(z; m h b c z ; wh ) + " M(z; wm )v + H(¶



¤T ¤ ¤T ¤ T 'm v + w2h 'h ¡ w2m 'm v = w2m T +w2h 'h + " (19)



¤T ¤T 'h and w2m 'm v in Adding and subtracting w2h equation (19) we obtain



b ¯¡¯



(12)



The activation functions ' of the hidden layer units; are of sigmoidal form given by: 'j (z) =



Let’s put:



T ¤T ' em + w e2m 'm )v = ¡(w2m ¤T T eh ¡ w e2h 'h + " ¡w2h '



(20)



T T ' e h and w2m ' e m v in (20) Adding and subtracting w2h we obtain T T T b = (w ¯¡¯ e2m ' e m ¡ w2m ' em ¡ w e2m 'm )v T T T ¡w e2h ' e h ¡ w2h ' eh ¡ w e2h 'h + "



(21)



By using Taylor-Young approximation (14) we have: b ¯¡¯



T T T T ('m + '0 w1m z) + w2m '0 w1m z)v = ¡(w e2m T 0 T T 0 T ¡w e2h ('h + ' w1h z¶) ¡ w2h ' w1h z¶ +" + ²' (22)



²' represents the approximation error du to the Taylor series of the …rst order: ²'
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T ¤T = ¡(w e2m '0m w2m z + w¤T2m Om )v T 0 ¤T ¤T Oh ¡w e2h 'h w2h z¶ ¡ w2h



(23)



Neural adaptive Controller



The main objective in this paragraph is to achieve trajectory tracking in position and in velocity using only positions measurement. The proposed control law uses in its conception measures of positions and estimated velocities by the proposed above observer. The expression of the controller is obtained when the stability of the global system in closed loop is analysed. The proposed control law is given by: b + ®e cv + H b + ®e x2 ¿ = M x2 = ¯ ® > 0



(24)



The observation and control tracking error equations are given by: e_ 1 = e2 ¡ x e2 e_ 2 = ¡Kp e1 ¡ Kv e2 b ¡ ®e x e_ 2 = M ¡1 (x1 )[¯ ¡ ¯ x2 ¡ »] ¡1 x2 ¡M (x1 )C(x1 ; x2 )e



(25)



The convergence of the observation and tracking errors is achieved in two steps. In the …rst step, we show that the tracking errors e1 and e2 are convergent in the case of observation errors x2 ) convergence. After we prove the convergence (e e1 and x e2 : of the observation errors x Consider for the …rst step the …rst two equations of the system (25) that can be rewritten under the following form: ½ e2i e_ 1i = e2i ¡ x e_ 2i = ¡Kpi e1i ¡ Kv e2i (i = 1; :::; n)



The state representation of these last equations is given by: µ ¶ e1i Xi = e2i X_ i yi



µ ¶ ¶ 1 1 x e2i Xi ¡ 0 ¡kvi (i = 1; :::; n)



µ



0 ¡kpi = (1 0)Xi =



Then: V_ 1



·



p ¡® V1



; ®=



=) V1 (t) = 0;



p 2¢



t ¸ t0 + 2



=) x e1 = 0



p V1 (t0 ) ®



The sliding surface is: (e x1 = 0



and



je x2i j < ¸1i



(i = 1; : : : ; n)) (27)



On the sliding surface we have: x e_ 1



= x e2 ¡ ¤1 sgneq (e x1 ) = 0 x1 ) =) x e2 = ¤1 sgneq (e



e2 is In order to show that the observation error x convergent, let the neural adaptation algorithm: T z)ve xT2 w_ 2m = ¹1m ('m + '0m w1m T T 0 w_ 1m = ¹2m zve x2 w2m 'm T w_ 2h = ¹1h ('h + '0h w1h z¶)e xT2 T T 0 w_ 1h = ¹2h z¶x e2 w2h 'h



The transfer function Hi (s) (i = 1; :::; n) between e2i is given by: the output e1i and the input x



(28)



with ¹1m ; ¹2m ; ¹1h and ¹2h are positive adaptation gains. s + kvi e1i (s) Let the following Lyapunov function candidate: Hi (s) = =¡ 2 (i = 1; :::; n) x e2i (s) s + kvi s + kpi 1 T T (26) (e x Mx e1m ) + e2 + tr(w e1m ¹¡1 V2 = 1m w 2 2 T T ¡1 e2m ) + tr(w e1h ) ¹¡1 e1h ¹1h w tr(w e2m so Hi (s) is a strictly proper and exponentially sta2m w T ¡1 ble transfer function. Using the lemme of Desoer e2h )) +tr(w e2h ¹2h w e2i ! 0 when t ! 1 then e1i ! 0 and [6][2] if x e2i ! 0 when t ! 1. The time derivative of this function is given: For convergence of the observation errors, con1 T _ sider the …rst Lyapunov function candidate[13]: e Mx eT2 M x e_ 2 + x V_ 2 = x e2 2 2 T T 1 T +tr(w e1m ¹¡1 _ 1m ) + tr(w e2m ¹¡1 _ 2m ) 1m w 2m w e x V1 = x e1 2 1 T ¡1 T ¡1 e2h ¹2h w_ 2h ) +tr(w e1h ¹1h w_ 1h ) + tr(w Its derivative with respect to time is the following: b given by (22), the Using the expression of ¯ ¡ ¯ trace function properties and the third equation of V_ 1 = x e_ 1 eT1 x the system (25) and the properties (1 and 2), V_ 2 e_ 1 given by the …rst equa- can be written as: follows: Using the expression of x tion of the system (6); we have: V_ 2 = ¡e xT2 ®e x2 < 0 T _ V1 = x e1 (e x2 ¡ ¤1 sgn(e x1 )) e2 converges Therefore the observation error x asymptotically toward zero. if je x2i j < ¸1i n Remark 1 This neural adaptation algorithm and X ¯ T¯ ¯x e1i ¯ ¢i · ¡¢ ke ) V_ 1 < ¡ x1 k t the control law are proposed when the terms " and "' are supposed negligible. Otherwise the ¾ ¡ i=1 ¢ > 0 Modif ication can be applied[3]. Because of:



6 ke x1 k



2



¸



2V1



=) ke x1 k ¸



p 2V1



Simulation results



This performances of the proposed controller are tested in simulation on a 2-dof PUMA robot. The networks’ parameters are initialized to a random
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Figure 1: Desired , observed and actual positions.
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Figure 2: Position tracking and observation errors. Joint 1
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Figure 3: Desired, observed and atual velocities.
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After 40 seconds adaptation phase, the position tracking and observation performances of the …rst and the second joint are depicted in …gure 1, the curves are superimposed. The position tracking error is represented in …gure 2. The velocity tracking and observation performances of the …rst and the second joint are depicted in …gure 3. The velocity tracking error is represented in …gure 4. The simulation results show that the proposed sliding mode observer with the adaptive neural networks control gives e¤ectivelly good performances in robot tracking control
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values (between 0 and 1). The used neural networks are constituted of 5 hidden nodes each.The simulations were performed using MATLAB package. Adaptation laws of synaptic coe¢cients are given by relations (28). The control law is given by the equation (24) with ® = 20: The parameters of the proposed control law are: 8 < ¹1fm;hg = diag(5); ¹2fm;hg = diag(0:05) K = diag(64); Kv = diag(16) : p ¤1 = diag(5)



Conclusion



We proposed in this paper an adaptive control method based on neural networks for rigid robot manipulators. In the goal to estimate the complete state of the system, a classical observer is achieved. Our prior knowledge on the dynamic model of the system is only its structure. One hidden layer neural networks is used to perform approximation of inertia matrix, Coriolis/centripetal matrix and gravity vector. These approximations are used to perform an adaptive control law which satisfy the stability of the close loop system. We used the Lya-



punov approach to obtain the adaptation laws of the networks parameters. After adaptation, the proposed observer has permitted to rebuild the velocity. Therefore, we got good results in trajectory tracking. With regard to the …xed parameters control method, our present control scheme is interesting of the fact that it requires especially a reduced number of parameters.
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